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FUTURE ELEVATORS
FUTURE ELEVATORS

COMMUNICATING VESSELS

Michael Shackelford first wrote down the words “FUTURE” and 
“ELEVATORS” on a rough instrumental demo. The music never grew into 
a finished song, but that simple, surprisingly evocative phrase stuck. Like 
Roald Dahl’s fictional creation, Shackelford is something of a pop confec-
tioner who thinks up impossible sounds and makes them a reality (as his 
former band, The Grenadines, attests). His self-titled debut as Future 
Elevators expertly mixes whimsy and gravity, the fantastical with the 
everyday. Even as he grounds his lyrics in real-world issues, Shackelford 
fills his songs with new and improbable combinations of familiar sounds: 
the jagged pastoral folk of “Alabama Song,” the Rube Goldberg blues 
riffs of “Machine Maker,” the retro-futuristic R&B of “Modern World,” and 
the 10-minute ambient bliss-out that closes the album,  “Aphrodite.” Both 
a multi-instrumentalist and an engineer who keeps busy with production 
gigs and touring jobs, Shackelford spent a year piecing Future Elevators 
with Lynn Bridges, who has worked with Devendra Banhart and fellow 
Alabamans the Dexateens. Future Elevators was mixed by Grammy-
winner Darrell Thorp (Radiohead, Beck). Shackleford played every note 
himself – and it’s a tour de force. FWIW: The vinyl is stunning. 

BONNIE RAITT
DIG IN DEEP

REDWING

With a career spanning nearly fifty years, over two dozen Grammy 
nominations with close to a dozen wins, and a member of The Rock & Roll 
Hall of Fame, Bonnie Raitt is one of the most successful artists in music 
today. She’s like the Meryl Streep of Americana (there is even an uncanny 
resemblance between the two titans of their trade), and Bonnie shows no 
signs of stopping. Raitt’s new album, Dig In Deep, her twentieth long-
player, focuses on the live sound that Raitt and her band have cultivated 
over the years. “So much of the album is focused on what I want to do 
live,” she says. “I write and pick these songs so we can nail them on 
stage.” Using a pallet splattered with Bay Area R&B, funk, gospel, soul, 
blues, psychedelia, and New Orleans second line, Dig In Deep is an 
embarrassment of riches – not to mention some of the most wicked slide 
guitar around (the instrument that, besides her sweetly graveled voice, is 
what Raitt plays best).  There are some great covers, too: Namely Los 
Lobos’ “Shakin’ Shakin’ Shakes” and the INXS classic “Need You 
Tonight.” Dig In Deep is further proof that Bonnie Raitt is a national 
treasure. 

M. WARD
MORE RAIN

MERGE

More Rain, M. Ward’s eighth solo affair, finds the artist picking up the 
tempo and volume a bit from his previous release, 2012’s A Wasteland 
Companion. Where that record introspectively looked in from the out-
side, More Rain finds Ward on the inside, gazing out. Begun four years 
ago and imagined initially as a DIY doo-wop album that would feature 
Ward experimenting with layering his own voice, it soon branched out 
in different directions, a move that he credits largely to his collaborators 
here who include R.E.M.’s Peter Buck, Neko Case, k.d. lang, 
The Secret Sisters, and Joey Spampinato of NRBQ. The result is 
a collection of upbeat, sonically ambitious yet canonically familiar 
songs that both propel Ward’s reach and satisfy longtime fans. “I think 
one of the biggest mysteries of America right now is this: How are we 
able to process unending bad news on Page One and then go about 
our lives the way the style section portrays us?” says Ward. “There must 
be a place in our brains that allows us to take a bird’s-eye view of 
humanity, and I think music is good at helping people—myself includ-
ed—go to that place.”

LUCINDA WILLIAMS
THE GHOSTS OF HIGHWAY 20

HIGHWAY 20 RECORDS

We’ve all heard about the iconic vibe of Route 66, the neon lights on 
Broadway and the ocean air of the Pacific Coast Highway. But there are 
untold stories emanating from Interstate 20, which cuts a 1500-mile swath 
from South Carolina to Texas, and cuts deep into the spirit of those who’ve 
spent their lives traversing it. Lucinda Williams is one of those people, 
and with the expansive, enveloping The Ghosts of Highway 20, she brings 
those stories to life and gives listeners a remarkably vivid look at how the 
highway has been a literal and figurative backdrop throughout her entire 
life. The thread of Highway 20 connects those songs, mirroring the wind-
ing route of the road itself, a street that cleaves close to Williams child-
hood homes, the final resting place of her mother, the sites where signposts 
of her formative years are forever planted. The connection runs deep here, 
particularly on the dark and moody tones of the album’s poignant title 
track, on which Lucinda ponders the lives that were lived, the legacies 
that were left and the imprints that remain on her own soul.  The Ghosts of 
Highway 20 may be the most deeply felt, deeply affecting work of Lucinda 
Williams illustrious 35-plus-year career – which, of course, is really saying 
something. 

MACKLEMORE & RYAN LEWIS
THIS UNRULY MESS I'VE MADE

MACKLEMORE

After three and a half years, Grammy-winning duo Macklemore & 
Ryan Lewis are back with This Unruly Mess I’ve Made. The thirteen track 
LP includes platinum selling single “Downtown” (featuring an old school 
power team of Kool Moe Dee, Melle Mel, Grandmaster Caz, and 
Eric Nally), as well as “Growing Up” (featuring Ed Sheeran). The long 
awaited follow-up to the acclaimed debut LP The Heist, This Unruly Mess I’ve 
Made was largely recorded over the course of a year in the wilderness of 
the Pacific Northwest. “What I couldn’t find in a hotel room, on the road 
or in Seattle, I found in the middle of nowhere” says Macklemore – and 
that solitude fueled this eclectic, raw, and emotional album, which is an 
honest look into the soul of two artists who “needed time to be human 
again.” It also marks the official release of the stirring “Kevin”, featuring 
Grammy nominated soul crooner Leon Bridges. As “Downtown” and  
“White Privilege” suggest, Macklemore and Lewis are not only afraid 
to conquer taboo topics but do so in the form long, epic narratives that 
explore their subjects on a grand scale. Perhaps there’s a musical in their 
future. In the meantime, they’ve proven once again that Hip Hop is still 
America’s most vital musical form. 
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COASTGAARD
DEVIL ON THE BALCONY

EONE MUSIC 

Impossible to tag with just one genre, Coastgaard’s neo-surf rock 
sound is complete with early-60’s rhythms, 90’s guitar layering and 
dreamy arrangements. On Devil On The Balcony, the band has meticu-
lously arranged dynamic chord progressions over immediately engaging 
rhythmic motifs, reminiscent of 50s and 60s rock and roll. The influence 
of surf rock luminaries like The Beach Boys and The Ventures (as well as 
the recent surf rock revival) is apparent in the beachy vibes scattered 
throughout the record. Coastgaard’s music takes on a very cinematic 
quality. Each song on Devil On The Balcony takes the listener through a 
distinct scene, or moment in the overall story of the record. Inspired by 
the memories of times gone by, Devil On The Balcony injects a warm 
wave of nostalgia into the hearts of their fans. The tight, swelling guitars 
sit on a smooth layer of bass and percussion leading their listeners down 
the musical coast they create. It’s not just the beach they sing about, it’s 
that day on the beach they sing about. Coastgaard’s uncanny ability 
to get a crowd up and dancing while simultaneously experiencing an 
intimate, personal moment is addictive. And Coastgaard is one habit 
you won’t want to break.

SANTIGOLD
99 CENTS

ATLANTIC

In a scene driven by bravado, few musicians would ruminate on the Zen-like 
balance behind creating truly gratifying art. But exploring that intersection 
between integrity and intrigue has always been central to Santigold’s 
idiosyncratic appeal. That, in turn, has culminated in her latest release, 99¢ 
-- an often-playful satire on the singer’s “brand.” It took roughly eight 
months to manifest her new vision, with assists from a mix of collaborators 
including Vampire Weekend’s Rostam Batmanglij and TV on the 
Radio’s Dave Sitek. She went into the studio with them intending to 
make a consciously “fun” record after the somewhat serious Master of My 
Make-Believe. Buoyancy was important to her, but so was capturing a depth 
of sounds and emotions. As such, life-affirming exhortations like the African-
beatific “Banshee” and the new-wave “Rendezvous Girl” coexist alongside 
ethereal, existential tracks such as “Chasing Shadows,” “Before the Fire” 
(co-written with indie-soul artist Sam Dew), and “Walking in a Circle.” Her 
vantage may have shifted, but 99¢ remains grounded in her aural anchors: 
bold rhythms, glitched-out melodies, and morphing global sounds, with a 
special emphasis on Jamaica – which makes this a perfect album for your 
Spring Breaking. 

FROM ASHES TO NEW
DAY ONE

BETTER NOISE

Lancaster, Pennsylvania is the sort of town of which there are many hun-
dred all across America: post-industrial, blue collar and more than a little 
bleak. As is so often the case though, it is in these relative backwards 
towns that authentic, compelling creativity truly thrives. From Ashes To 
New is one such flare. Formed barely two years ago by vocalist, pro-
grammer and creative mastermind Matt Brandyberry, the sextet consists 
of the cream of Lancaster’s underground scene. For Brandyberry in par-
ticular, FATN represents a creative endeavor a long time in the making. 
As a young kid obsessed by world-changing flows of Tupac and Biggie 
as well as the local Philadelphia Hip Hop scene that surrounded him, 
writing rhymes became a natural pastime… As did crunching, heavy riffs.  
Day One is a fearsome mix of contemporary metalcore crunch and soul-
searching rap – and, with it, the band are punching with a heavyweight 
strength that belies their so far brief career. It’s a potent approach galva-
nized further by the background from which the band all come from. “To 
put it bluntly, there’s a lot of ‘Fuck you’ on this album,” laughs 
Brandyberry. “We’re six regular guys from a regular place but that is in 
our favor, not against us. We understand what it’s like.” So will you.

MOUNT MORIAH
HOW TO DANCE

MERGE

The North Carolina-based band Mount Moriah—composed of 
Heather McEntire (lead vocals, guitar), Jenks Miller (lead guitar, keys), 
and Casey Toll (bass, keys)—seem insistent to grow. If Mount Moriah’s 
self-titled debut showed them standing with sea legs, determined to 
dream their way free from the dark crevices and corners of alt-country’s 
stiff template; and if Miracle Temple, their second album, called that 
darkness by its Southern name and met it with fire; then their latest col-
lection of songs, How to Dance, is a devotion to the cosmic light itself: 
moving towards it, moving into it, becoming it. Mount Moriah’s third 
full-length sees them stretching further to explore their collective interest 
in the intangible fringes of fate and synchronicity. With How to Dance, 
the band presents new themes of symbolism, mysticism, alchemy, univer-
sality, and sacred geometry. There is color, confidence, self-direction, 
and joy. There is also darkness… But only to show you how it found its 
light.

COLOURS
IVORY

VICTORY

The groundwork for electro-R&B duo Colours was laid when vocalist 
Kyle Tamo relocated from Connecticut to Florida. He was introduced to 
drummer Morgan Alley through mutual friends, and the two delved into 
creating a new sound that was a musical departure from any of their 
previous rock projects. “Having only two members in Colours offers us 
a unique and advantageous opportunity when creating,” says 
Tamo. “When too many people are working on a creative project, often 
personal preferences and risk have to be diluted for compromise. Our 
personal experience finds the most resonating growth comes with inter-
nal resolution, and we hope to offer our music as the catalyst to that.” 
Colours recorded their debut, Ivory, with producer Shaun Lopez (†††, 
Lupe Fiasco, Deftones). Tamo explains the meaning behind the album’s 
title, “Ivory holds a specific meaning for us. Actual ivory has an amaz-
ingly intriguing juxtaposition. Between the status symbol and richness of 
it, to the barbaric brutality of harvesting it, comes a comparable cause 
and effect for the album.” That said, with Ivory, Colours have created 
an album that perfectly balances menace, groove, and heart – itself a 
rare and winning combination.
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ELLIOT SMITH
HEAVEN ADORES YOU SOUNDTRACK

HIP

Heaven Adores You is an intimate, meditative inquiry into the life and music 
of Elliott Smith. In this documentary portrait, we journey through the life 
of American singer and songwriter Steven Paul “Elliott” Smith, a 
musician whose rise to prominence in the 1990s and early 2000s was cut 
short by his untimely death at the age of 34 in 2003. What kind of person 
was Elliott Smith? Since his death in 2003, many media-makers have 
attempted to tell the story of his creative “sad-sack” genius, often through 
the lens of struggle, heartache and addiction. Director Nickolas Rossi 
employs a different lens, placing music center-stage, creating a framework 
for Elliott to narrate the story of his life himself, through the filter of 
recorded conversations and interviews, with support from friends along the 
way. With great care, Rossi expertly weaves together 30+ interviews to 
create an intimate and personal history like never seen before. The 
soundtrack to Heaven Adores You treats the listener to a thoughtfully curated 
collection of Smith rarities, including demos, instrumentals, and live perfor-
mances. The album’s liner notes are warm and informative – making this a 
wonderful addition to Smith’s extraordinary catalog and a must for both 
beginners and longtime admirers.  

LNZNDRF
LNZNDRF

4AD

LNZNDRF (pronounced Lanzendorf) is a collaborative project between 
the Devendorf brothers (Bryan and Scott) from The National and 
brass player Ben Lanz (Beirut, The National and Sufjan Stevens). First 
coming in to being when they filled an immediate need for a support 
band for The National after the scheduled opener was waylaid, 
LNZNDRF has grown into a fully realized, kraut-psych-prog band. 
LNZNDRF’s debut is rock minimalism meets sonic maximalism.  Recorded 
between an old church in Cincinnati, OH and a hilltop lodge in 
Woodstock, NY, the eight songs on LNZNDRF were improvised with a vital 
spirit harking back to the reason the members became musicians in the 
first place.  The songs, which were edited from 30+ minute jams, evoke 
the essence of their expansive, largely improvised live shows.  The results 
are stunning: LNZNDRF is beautifully recorded, complete with enveloping 
atmospherics that lend extra depth to these gorgeous flights of kosmische 
fancy, deep motorik grooves, and future funk. Fans of Can’s Future Days, 
Harmonia, and newcomers like Wray or DIIV will certainly find much to 
love here. LNZNDRF is perfect for a long drive or mind-expansion via 
headphones, so crank it up and get lost. 

MOTHERS
WHEN YOU WLAK A LONG DISTANCE YOU ARE TIRED

GRAND JURY

Mothers began in 2013 as the solo project of Athens, Georgia-based 
visual artist Kristine Leschper while she studied printmaking. The discipline 
instilled in her a strong work ethic and an intense focus to detail, while 
simultaneously inspiring her to pursue other creative aspects of her per-
sonality. A self-taught songwriter and multi-instrumentalist, her earliest 
demos exhibit a sense of striking catharsis under non-traditional song 
structures, which flirt between strength and vulnerability and are often 
quite linear in form. Now a full band, Mothers is a force of nature that 
sounds like a beautiful combination of Throwing Muses and Archers of 
Loaf filtered through Flying Nun records. Blending bendy, bright guitars 
along with creative instrumentation, and powerful, evocative lyrics (with 
a voice to go with ‘em), Mothers’ debut album, When You Walk A Long 
Distance You Are Tired finds Leschper meditates on the human condition. 
And while the songs are filtered through her frequently difficult, personal 
microcosmic experiences, she relates them in a manner that is at once 
highly intimate and readily universal. It’s an astounding debut – and, as 
such, Mothers deserve to be talked about with the same reverence as 
Parquet Courts and Speedy Ortiz. You need this. 

UNIFIED HIGHWAY
UNIFIED HIGHWAY

MRI

Rebelution vocalist/guitarist Eric Rachmany and renowned producer, 
DJ, and remixer Amp Live (formerly of Zion I, and the man behind a 
particularly good mash-up of Radiohead’s In Rainbows) may possess dif-
ferent backgrounds, but they both travel the same creative road. Now, 
their paths intersect in Unified Highway. The duo’s self-titled debut 
explores this intersection via a fascinating fusion of reggae, electronic, 
hip-hop, alternative, and soul siphoned into unforgettable songs. This 
union proved so magnetic that it attracted a myriad of collaborators and 
friends. The first single “Stand Proud” boasts a striking hook from Shana 
Halligan and thought-provoking verses courtesy of New Kingston’s Tahir 
Panton and dancehall up-and-comer Keznamdi. Fueled by resounding 
percussion and horns, its lithe reggae bounce gives way to Eric’s powerful 
delivery and lyrics. Elsewhere, “Rainy Day In Autumn” struts along on a 
danceable synth, percussive handclaps, a sing-able guitar solo, and one 
of Eric’s most spirited choruses. The boys even re-interpreted R.E.M.’s 
classic “Losing My Religion” from a fresh perspective – preserving the 
classic breakdown, while adding big grooves and fuzz guitar. Expect the 
unexpected. 

LAPSLEY
LONG WAY HOME

XL

Over the course of 2015, fast-emerging 19 year-old singer, songwriter 
and producer Holly ‘Låpsley’ Fletcher has become one of the most hotly 
tipped new UK artists around the globe with Complex calling her “one of 
the most promising new artists out there” and Stereogum describing her 
as “Adele crossed with the xx.” Through beautifully crafted songs such as 
“Hurt Me,” “Station” and “Falling Short,” the Liverpool, England-raised 
artist has created a unique sonic identity, mixing sparse, minimal elec-
tronic production with gorgeous, emotive songwriting, which has gar-
nered her a huge online following. Låpsley came to North last year, off 
of the release of her Understudy EP on XL Recordings, and played to 
sold-out audiences in NYC, Los Angeles and Toronto. She returned to 
NYC in November to play sold out shows at Rough Trade and Mercury 
Lounge in which she performed new material from this, her debut album, 
Long Way Home. “Hurt Me,” Låpsley’s latest single, further cements her 
position as a prodigious new talent – coming on like the tough older sister 
to Adele’s “Hello.” It’s stirring stuff… And now you can hear what all the 
fuss is about. 
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VIOLENT FEMMES
WE CAN DO ANYTHING

PIAS

The Violent Femme’s ninth studio album, We Can Do Anything, comes 
16 years after their previous release Freak Magnet. Gordon Gano, Brian 
Ritchie, and Brian Viglione (who used to drum for The Dresden Dolls, 
among others) make up the line-up for this brand new adventure, which 
finds the band in total control of the weirdo powers that changed your 
awkward, horny, adolescent life. We Can Do Anything is among the most 
provocative and playful in the legendary trio’s remarkable canon. As the 
album’s title makes plain, the band remains as intrepid and fearless as 
ever before, traversing genre and emotion via their immediately identifi-
able, still utterly idiosyncratic, mash of rambunctious folk, minimalist punk, 
cubist blues, cosmic jazz, and backwoods rock ‘n’ roll. It’s no surprise that 
the latest song from Violent Femmes, “Memory,” feels like a classic. 
Frontman Gordon Gano actually wrote it a long time ago. “We even 
recorded it as a demo many years ago,” he says. “And then it was forgot-
ten about until digging into [our] archives, which led us to record it anew 
and release it.” We Can Do Anything is the sound of the band renewed 
– and all of us awkward, horny adults are glad to have ‘em back! 

THE SAINT JOHNS
DEAD OF NIGHT

KEMOSABE

Since debuting with their Open Water EP in 2013, The Saint Johns 
(aka Louis Johnson and Jordan Meredith) have enjoyed critical acclaim, 
but all those kinds words won’t prepare you for the powerhouse that is the 
duo’s new album, Dead of Night – a rock and roll tour-de-force that 
sounds like the Pixies updating Fleetwood Mac and rails of Nashville 
twang. Dead Of Night was recorded with Grammy Award-winning pro-
ducer, David Kahne (Paul McCartney, The Strokes). “Dead of Night is a 
chronicle of the past three years, says Johnson. “It carries the weight of 
our lowest lows and the breadth of our greatest successes.” Dead of Night 
grabs you right out of the gate with “Shadowplay” – a powerful opener 
that has all of the dynamics of a classic album compressed into three 
minutes and change. After you pick your jaw off the floor, Dead of Night’s 
assault continues with the relentless stomp of  “Falling Back To You,” and 
the panting urgency of “Lost The Feeling.” Even the tender moments like 
“Testifier,” “Little Bit,” and “Caught me Dyin’” soar with intricate string 
arrangements and Johnson and Meredith’s perfect harmonies. Dead of 
Night is an album of pure sex and momentum that makes The Civil Wars 
look like tepid musical theatre. Grab it! 

THE STRUTS
EVERYBODY WANTS
INTERSCOPE RECORDS

verybody Wants, the debut full-length from critically lauded U.K. rockers 
The Struts – an album of cheeky pop rock that fills the tight-trousered 
void left by bands like The Darkness. Frontman Luke Spiller calls 
Everybody Wants “a collection of songs for the disenchanted. When put-
ting the album together we have approached it with the mindset that when 
listening, you are taken on a journey. You can even hear the album title 
in the chorus of the opening track ‘Roll Up’. This song gives you the insight 
to a larger than life character that opens the door to the rest of the 
album. I think anyone who listens to this album will hear our journey and 
feel our ambition. We truly have put our hearts and souls into it and I hope 
you love it as much as we do.” Straddling continents, Everybody Wants 
was recorded in Los Angeles as well as London, Bournemouth and Jersey, 
U.K. The Struts have been touring non-stop for the past year, their 
dynamic live show garnering not only hoards of new fans but also the 
attention of fellow musicians. At the end of last year, The Struts were 
handpicked by legendary rock band Mötley Crüe to open the show on 
their final four performances ever. It was a natural fit, too: The Struts 
are all about dirty, sexy thrills – and the songs to match.  

THE JEZABELS 
SYNTHIA 

INDEPENDENT 

High expectations are a given now for The Jezabels. It’s been seven 
years since they began their slow burn from Sydney to the world – con-
quering stages and festivals across the globe, including the Sydney 
Opera House. Synthia confronts those expectations head on with an 
assured collection of songs whose strong, sultry appeal is barely cooled 
by the icy textures suggested by the album’s title – think Chrissie Hynde 
making out with Kate Bush while Brian Eno sets the mood. Of the album 
and recording process, frontwoman Hayley Mary says, “This is a record 
we made ourselves, at our own behest... we just had a natural momen-
tum” She continues, “Previously I’ve shrouded myself a lot in mystery and 
the language of romanticism; played roles and stuff-which reflected some 
kind of truth about how I felt as a woman. Now I feel like I can be much 
more upfront... The truth about how it feels to be a woman has become 
a more prominent part of the general conversation in the last couple of 
years... these are exciting times. I think we’ve made an album that cele-
brates that.” That’s evident from the epic opener, “Stand and Deliver,” to 
the arpeggiated snarl of “Unnatural,” and the wall of sound of “Stamina.” 
Synthia delivers a soundworld so luxurious you’ll never want to leave. 

KELSEA BALLERINI
THE FIRST TIME

BLACK RIVER MUSIC GROUP

Kelsea Ballerini’s breakout hit, “Love Me Like You Mean It,” is just a 
taste of the country-pop sound in her imaginative catalog. The Knoxville, 
Tennessee native has dedicated the better part of the last decade to creat-
ing inspiring music, based on her life, to motivate others to live without 
fear of their emotions. Her full-length debut, The First Time, has Kelsea’s 
credit behind every song. The album radiates positivity while exploring all 
facets of the human experience. Kelsea delivers a head-spinning perfor-
mance in the fiery fan favorite “XO,” which calls out a man who’s still 
hung up on his ex. In the striking “Stilettos,” – which was inspired by a 
quote she found on Pinterest -- she gives perspective on the quiet pain that 
women endure. “Peter Pan” addresses how running from love affects 
personal growth. Kelsea proves stronger than the heartbreak of her 
parents’ divorce in the revealing “Secondhand Smoke.” “Square Pegs” 
celebrates being yourself in a world where you can choose who you want 
to be. “Sirens” warns of the dangers of falling for a heartbreaker, while 
the youth anthem “Underage” paints a portrait of life before 21. Like her 
bold approach to life, Kelsea’s music comes from an unapologetic 
authenticity that is refreshing. Charming, too. 


